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NO LIMESTONE LIMESTONE 
Fig. I.- Limestone brings red cl over into p rominence. Th e elT cts on 

the soil by both the lime and legumes th en carry forwa rd to the soybeans, 
corn , a nd othe r crops in th e ro tation . (Soils Ex pe rim ent. Fie ld , Sikeston, 
Missouri.) 

The life processes of both plants and animals depend upon 
calcium, or lime. It is an essentia l nutrient for all plants: for 
it improv s soil tilth and aeration and creates a favorable 
cond ition for the multiplication and activity of beneficial bac
teria and other soil organisms. Its depletion from the soil results 
in barrenness and the halting of plant growth. Its shortage may 
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confine production to those plants so deficient in lime or calcium 
as to cause deficiency diseases in animals fed on them. 

Calcium, or lime, exists in Missouri soils as calcium car
bonate, as calcium salts, and as calcium ions attached to soil 
colloids, such colloids making up the minute particles of clay 
and organic matter present in the soil. Lime is being con
tinually removed from the soil by leaching, cropping, sale of 
animal products from the farm, and by erosion. The danger of 
lime depletion is always facing us. 

SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE DEMANDS CALCIUM 
It is the decaying organic matter that provides by far the 

greatest portion of the plant food for the plant's seasonal needs. 
Organic matter rich in nitrogen and other nutrients can be 
supplied economically with legumes. Thick, vigorously growing 
stands of legumes that are rich in the essential proteins, minerals, 
and vitamins can be obtained only on soils that are well-supplied 
with ,calcium. Experiments indicate that available lime is vital 
to legumes during the germination and seedling stage. They 
soon perish unless there is a sufficient supply available. A 
soil well supplied with calcium is essential for the regular re
turn of organic matter to the soil and for the maintenance of 
this natural resource as the basis for a permanent, successful 
agriculture. . 

Lime Is Lost: by LeacMn.g.-The dissolving action of rain
water saturated with carbon dioxide moving downward through 
the soil continually removes lime. Evidence of this loss can be 
found in the deposit in the teakettle of any home where spring 
or well water is used. ,Experiments indicate that this leaching 
loss may vary from 100 to over 500 pounds per acre annually. 

While rock is being broken down to clay with much calcium 
loss by leaching, some of the calcium is absorbed and held by 
the clay. Because of this absorptive action' of clay, soils high 
in clay lose lime less rapidly than soils with a more open 
structure and a low clay content. . 

Alfalfa and other deep-rooted legumes which have a high 
water requirement, a long growing season, and a high lime 
requirement, draw lime and water from a greater depth, thus 
permitting less leaching of lime than the more shallow-rooted 
legumes and other crops that occupy the soil for a shorter period 
and have a lower lime need. 

Lime Removed by Farm Producf:s.-The loss of lime by 
harvesting soine of the major crops and through the sale of 
livestock products from the land is shown in Table 1. 

Lime Lost: by Erosion.-Lime and other plant nutrients are 
lost with the soil body itself through erosion. An indication of 
the loss of lime by erosion, under different cropping systems, 
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TABLE 1. POUNDS OF LIME REMOVED BY CROPS. LIVESTOCK. AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS 
Crop Yield Lime,100% CaC03 

C;!:r!!lIl~. C!lttQn lim! I!lI:!a~~Q !.6.lr 111:x) 
Corn-grain 25 bu. .4 
Corn-fodder 1 ton ~ 

Total: 23.4 
Oats-grain 25 bu. 1.80 
Oats-straw ~ ton -.iJ!l). 

Total: 10.80 
Wheat-grain 12 bu. .5 
Wheat-straw ~ ton M-

Total: 6.0 
Barley-grain 25 bu. 1.5 
Bar ley-straw ~ ton ...b.!!-

Total: 9.5 
Rye-grain ,10 bu. .5 
Rye-straw 1 ton .llJL 

Total: 14.5 
Kafir-grain 25 bu. 1.2 
Kafir-fodder 2 tons .ll..JL 

Total: 38.2 
Sweet Sorghum-fodder (dry) 2tons 49.0 
Tobacco-total crop 8001bs. 28.0 
Tobacco-stems only 5001bs. 17.5 
Cotton-Unt 3501bs. .3 
Cotton-seed 7001bs. ---.2.L 

Total: (without stalks) 2.4 
Id~ggm~ S~~"S 

Clover Seed 1001bs. 1.0 
Alfalfa Seed 1001bs. .45 
Cowpeas 1001bs. .25 
Soybeans 1001bs. .50 
~ (air dry) 

Common Millet 1 ton 15.0 
Timothy 1 ton 13.5 
Redtop 1 ton 18.8 
Orchard Grass 1 ton 17.0 
Bluegrass 1 ton 15.0 
Lespedeza 1 ton 49.5 
Red Clover 1 ton 60.5 
Sweet Clover (lst year) 1 ton 73.5 
Sweet Clover (2nd year) 1 ton 47.5 
Alfalfa 1 ton 71.5 
Soybeans 1 ton 48.0 
Cowpeas 1 ton 56.5 
Crimson Clover 1 ton 65.5 
Hairy Vetch 1 ton 43.0 

Y!lg!!iiY11!!S 
Potatoes-tubers 10001bs. 2.5 
~ 

Apples 10001bs. 2.0 
Strawberries 1000.lbs. 8.5 

l.instQ~k !Ill!! 1.1l:!!W;Q\lk :erll!ll!ctll 
Fat Cattle 10001bs. 32.0 
Fat Hogs 1000 lbs. 11.3 
Fat Lambs 10001bs. 23.5 
Wool (unwashed) 10001bs. 3.0 
Milk 1000 lbs. 3.0 
Butter 1000 lbs. 
Eggs 1000 Ibs.-614 doz. 159.8 

.EJm1 
Chickens 10001bs. 28.0 

Data computed from various sources- chiefly from Morrison's "Feeds and Feeding'! 

is given in the results of the erosion experiment conducted by 
the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station at Columbia: 
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These annual losses per acre for a slope of 3.68 per cent, 90 
feet in length, under different cropping systems are given in 
Table 2. This loss varied from almost nothing under a sod crop 
to more .than 552 pounds per acre annually with continuous 
corn. Under a good rotation the loss exceeded 200 pounds per 
acre annually .. 

TABLE 2. ANNUAL LOSS OF LIME PER ACRE IN ERODED SOIL 
MAY 1. 1926 - MAY 1. 1928* 

Cropping Sy~ Pounds of Pure Calcium Carbonate 
Land UsE! Remoyed per Acre Annually 

Continuous corn 
Continuous wheat 
Rotation, corn-wheat-clover 
Blue grass 

552.10 
265.50 
215.20 

2.67 

*Calculated from data in Missouri Experiment Station Bulletin 177, 
page 24. 

LIME DEFICIENCY COMMON IN MISSOURI SOILS 

Losses of lime through leaching, cropping, and erosion ac
count for the fact that for many years fully three-fourths of 
the soils of the state have been too deficient in lime to grow 
satisfactory crops of such legumes as clovers and alfalfa. Much 
of the land area needs lime to grow satisfactory crops of les
pedeza, one of the most tolerant legumes to lime deficiencies. 
The average lime requirements for the different areas of the 
state have been assembled as an outline map (Figure 2) reporting 
this soi~ deficiency. 
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Fig. 2.- Average lim e requ ir mcnts for diff rent areas of Mi ssouri. 

Lime Deficiency Speeds the Decline in Soil Fertility.- The 
fai lure to grow suffici nt legumes to replace th e organic matter 
used and destroyed in cropping has forced the use of much of 
the reserve organic matter accumulated wh ile the land was in 
th virgin state. This h as resulted in a decline in soi l fertility 
manifest d in many different ways. Ev n though improved 
crop varieties and cultural methods have been introduc d and 
are wid ly used, crop yields have barely held their own. 

Weds h ave become more widespread on depleted soils. 
They require less soil-supplied nutrients and use a greater 
proportion of the elements from the atmosphere, such as carbon, 
hydrogen, and oxygen, and as a result produce more wood or 
fiber instead of th more digestibl nutrients. 

Nutritional diseases in livestock, such as rickets and irregu
larities in reprod uetion, have become more pronounced and 
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w idespread in recent years because soils of lower fertility 
deliver less nutrients to the p lants growing on th em. Thi s 
deficiency is reflected in the anima ls consuming such feeds. 

I 
i 

Fig. 3.-The oats were free of weeds on the left, whe l'e limestone and 
phosphate were used; but were tak en by th e weeds (Aristida, or dog hair) 
on the right, where no soil treatment was given. 

MEASURING LIME DEFICIENCIES IN SOILS 

Taking Soil Samples for Testing-Samples of the soil from 
a field may represent more than on kind of soi l. Fields gener
ally considered uniform should, how ver, be sampled as one unit. 
When there are two or more distinctly different soils in a field, 
each kind should be sampled and numbered or labelled separ
ately. 

Samples from permanent pasture should not be mixed wi.th 
samples from cropped land. Dark soil should not be mixed 
with light-colored soil; sandy soil should not be mixed with 
clay; limed or recently fertilized or manured soi l should not be 
mixed with un limed, unfertilized, or unmanured soil. 
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Samples may be taken either with an auger or a spade 
according to the following instructions: 

Fig. 4.-Methods of sampling soil. 

WITH AN AUGER . or WITH A SPADE 
Make a boring about 7 inches deep Dig a V-shaped hole about 7 inches 
at an average place in the soil to deep at an average place in the soil 
be tested. Remove auger and trans- to be tested and clean out the loose 
fer the soil to a ,sheet of paper. Re- dirt. Cut a half inch slice from the 
peat in 4 or 5 average places on this smooth side and transfer to a sheet 
same kind of soil, placing all borings of paper. Repeat in 4 or 5 places on 
on the paper with the first one. Mix this same kind of soil, placing all 
these thoroughly with the hands, slices on the paper with the first one. 
take a half pint from the mixture Mix these thoroughly with the hands, 
and dry thoroughly in the air. take a half pint from the mixture 

and dry thoroughly in the air. 
When the samples are thoroughly air-dry they should be placed in a 

clean box, can, or bag, carefully numbered and taken to the county agent's 
office, where they can be tested for their lime requirement. A record 
should be kept of each sample and its test. 

Measuring Lime Deficiencies by the Comber Test.-Of the 
several tests now available for measuring or estimating lime 
deficiencies in soils, the potassium thiocyanate or modified 
Comber test is used most extensively by agricultural extension 
workers and others in Missouri. This test is calibrated for a 
silt loam soil: It is based on the .fact that iron is soluble in lime
deficient soils, and the test detects soluble iron. The intensity 
of red color developed varies with the degree of lime deficiency. 

MeasuJ;ing Lime Deficiencies by the pH Unii.-The lime 
deficiency in the soil may also be measuredl:lY a unitlpl9~!1;, a.s 
pH. The pH unit may be compared to that used in measuring 
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the bore of the barrel of a shotgun. The 20-gauge shotgun has 
a barrel with a smaller bore than the 12-gauge shotgun. Sim
ilarly, a soil strongly deficient in lime has a lower pH reading 
than one with a slight lime deficiency. 

The pH reading of most lime-deficient soils varies from 
4.5 to 6. Soils with a pH reading of 7 are neutral, while those 
with readings less than 7 are acid. Those with readings over 7 
are alkaline. A pH reading of 6.5 is the most desirable reaction 
for most crops. 

Experiments show that the lime requirement varies with 
different soil classes. Sandy soils require less lime than silt 
loams, and silt loams less than clay loams, in order to change 
the soil reaction. This reslstance to change is called buffering 
action. The colloidal material in the soil is responsible for this 
buffer action. The lime required to bring different soil classes 
of varying pH to the same reaction is given in Table 3. 

TABLE 3. TONS OF 10-MESH, 95% PURE GROUND LIMESTONE 
REQUIRED TO RAISE THE SURFACE 7 INCHES OF AN ACRE OF 

SOIL FROM ITS PRESENT pH TO A pH of 6.5 
Present pH Sandy Loams Silt Loams Clay Loams 

6.0 0.5 0. 9 1.25 
5.5 1.0 1.8 2.50 
5.0 1.5 2.7 3.75 
4.8 1.7 3.0 4.25 

According to Table 3, a sample of silt loam soil with a pH 
reading of 5.0 would require an application of 2.7 tons of 10-
mesh limestone to change its pH to 6.5. 

The relationship between pH reactions and the lime re
quirements as shown by potassium thiocyanate or Comber test 
is given in Table 4. 

Rapid Chemical Tes:t for Available Calcium.-Some Mis
souri soils, although deficient in lime as indicated by the modified 
Comber or pH tests, contain considerable calcium attached to 
the minute soil colloids which is available to plants. The 
geologically younger soils which have suffered less from leach
ing, are usually highest in this form of calcium. Such soils, 
especially those high in organic matter, may show a lhne de
ficiency by the above-mentioned tests for lime requirement 
and yet contain sufficient amounts of this exchangeable calcium 
to grow satisfactory crops of legumes. ,A rapid chemical test 
has been devised to measure the approximate amount of this 
exchangeable calcium and magnesium in the soil. These rapid 
chemical tests will be made by the Department of Soils, Mis-
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TABLE 4. POUNDS OF HIGH GRADE (95% CALCIUM CARBONATE EQUIVALENT) 
10-MESH LIMESTONE RECOMMENDED FOR THE CONDITIONS INDICATED ON 

SILT LOAM SOILS. Ca) 

(Comber test) Organic Kind CrOD 
pH Lime Matter Alfal- Sweet Red Alsike Clover 

Deficiency Content (I) fa Clover Clover & Soybeans 
Low None None None None 

7.0 Neutral '. Medium None None None None 
High None None None None 
Low 3000 3000 2000 None 

6.5 Very Slight Medium 2000 2000 (c) None 
High (c) (c) None None 
Low (d) 4000 2000 None 

6.0 Slight Medium 3000 3000 2000 None 
High' (c) (c) (c) None 
Low (d) 5000 3000 (c) 

5.5 Medium Medium 4000 4000 2000 None 
High 2000 2000 (c) None 
Low (d) 6000 4000 2000 

5.0 Strong Medium 5000 5000 3000 (c) 
High 4000 4000 2000 None 
LOW «(1) HOOU 6UOO 4UOO 

4.5 Very strong Medium 7000 7000 5000 2000 
High 6000' 6000 4000 (e) 

(a) For stone passing a 4-mesh screen the rates should be increased at 
least one half. 

(I) Low organic matter content - Soils with low organic matter content 
contain less than 2 per cent organic matter, or produce in normal seasons 
less than 20 bushels of corn per acre. Medium organic matter content - soils 
contain from 2 to 3 per cent organic matter, and produce in normal seasons 
from 20 to 30 bushels of corn per acre. High organic matter content - soils 
contain more than 3 per cent organic matter and produce in normal seasons 
30 bushels or more of corn per acre. 

(c) Will probably not req:uire liming for success. 

(d) Not advisable to seed alfalfa on poor land. 

so uri College of Agriculture, on a limited number of samples 
taken as directed on a preceding page. 

ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE USE OF LIME 
Calcium Needs of Plants Vary.-Nearly all plants are bene

fited by lime or calcium when it is applied to lime-deficient soils. 
Legumes, which are the heavier feeders on calcium, give the 
greatest response. From studies made .by different experiment 
stations, crops may be divided on the basis of their requirements 
for lime in the groups as listed in Table 5. 

Limestone Diredly or Indirectly Increases Yields o·f Prac
tically All Crops.-The value of limestone in making possible the 
'grow,th of legumes and the increased yields of other crops 
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TABLE 5. CROPS GROUPED ACCORDING TO THEIR REQUIREMENTS FOR LIME 

Verv HiR:h HiR:h Medium Low 
Legumes 

Alfalfa Red Clover Soybeans 
Sweet Clover Mammoth Clover Vetch 

Alsike Clover Lespedeza 
White Clover Crimson Clover 
Peas Field Bean 
Lima,pole, snap beans 

l:i!gn-legy!n!;ls 
Barley Timothy Oats Blueberry 
Sugar Beet Kentucky Bluegrass Rye Cranberry 

. Cabbage Corn Buckwheat Holly 
Cauliflower Wheat Millet Rhododendron 
Lettuce Carrots Sudan Grass Azalea 
Onion Cucumber Redtop 
Spinach Brussels Sprouts Bent Grasses 
Asparagus Kale Potato 
Beets Kohlrabi Tobacco 
Parsnip Pumpkin Parsley 
Celery Radish Sweet Potato 
Muskmelon Squash 
Rutabaga Sweet corn 

Tomato 
Turnip 

resulting therefrom has been shown clearly both by the Experi
ment Stat.ion and by many farmers throughout the state. 

Since 1928, lime supplemented with superphosphate in a 
rotation of corn, wheat, and red clover has provided a turnover 
of organic matter equivalent to liberal applications of manure 
in maintaining crop yields on the Sanborn Experiment Field at 
Columbia. Where no lime was used, clover usually failed or made 
unsatisfactory growth. 

TABLE 6. EFFECTS OF LIME AND SWEET CLOVER ON CROP YIELDS 
PUTNAM SILT LOAM. MOBERLy' MISSOURI 

Limed 
Unlimed 

. Gain for lime 

Cgrn (6-yr. ay.) 
43.8 bu. 
28.8 bu. 
15.0 bu. 

SoybeanS <a-yr. ay.) 
3,010 lbs. 
2,331lbs. 

6791bs. 

Wh!;lat (S-yr. av,) 
37.7 bu. 
24.4 bu. 
11.3 bu. 

A comparative study of the rotation of corn, soybeans, 
wheat, and sweet clover with and without lime on Putnam silt 
loam, the common gray prairie soil of northeast Missouri, is 
given in Table 6. Where no limestone was applied, no sweet 
clover grew, and there was, therefore, little or no increase in 
organic matter-thus resulting in lower yields of all crops. 
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LIME NO LIME 
Fig. 5.-Lim es lone made th e bigger crop of soy bel'lns (on 

the ri g ht above) b y g ruwing bigger p lanls (on the ri ghl below). 
(Universily Su ulh Farms.) 

Fig. B.- Limestone is essen t ia l for 
limestone; the plot at righ t h a d none. 

11 
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Lime Improves Feed Value of Crops.- When u sed on lime
defic ient so ils, lime im proves th e feeding value of fora ges. In
vestiga tions at th e Missouri Experiment Station show that lime 
fmel phosphate used togeth er not only brought abo ut large 
increases in y ie ld of such legu mes as aliaHa and lespedeza, but 

Fig. 7.- 0n lime-deficient soils l im e increases yield and protein 
content of legumes. 

also increased the per cent of protein in the hay. The chemical 
analyses of lespedeza samples harvested at the same time from 
plots receiving different soil treatments are given in Table 7. 
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TABLE 7. EFFECTS OF LIME AND PHOSPHATE ON YIELD AND COMPOSITION OF 
LESPEDEZA. 

University South Farms, Columbia - 1938-1939 

Treatment and Rate Yield of air Protein _Calcium n' 

per acre dry material Per Yield per Per Harvested Per Harvested 
per acre- Cent acre- Cent per acre Cent per acre-
Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 

None 1,487 12.93 192.6 1.03 15.3 0.17 2.52 
1501120% phosphate 1,687 12.81 216.1 .932 15. 7 0.17 2.86 
15011 20% phosphate 

plus 3 tons lime 2391 14.06 336.2 1.00 23.9 0.174 4.16 

While the concentrations of calcium and phosphorus were 
not changed to any appreciable extent by the use of soil treat
ment, the protein content was materially increased. The har
vest per acre of both calcium and phosphorus was also increased 
where they were used together. Apparently the calcium func
tioned in moving the phosphorus into the plant. The harvest 
of protein from the plots treated with both lime and phosphate 
was increased 144.6 pounds per acre over that obtained from 
the untreated plot. This is equivalent to the protein in 352 
pounds of 41 per cent cottonseed meal. 

At the Missouri Experiment Station, the protein contents 
of alfalfa, soybeans, and sweet clover were higher by 60, 78, and 
25 ' per cent respectively when grown on land well supplied 
with lime and phosphorus than when the land was deficient 
in these elements. 

Missouri Has Exiensive Deposits of Calcium and Magnesium 
Limesiones.-Missouri has extensive deposits of high-grade lime
stone suited for agricultural purposes. These deposits are well 
distributed over the entire state. Some of these deposits are 
nearly pure calcium cllrbonate, while others contain from a 
low per cent to nearly 50 per cent magnesium carbonate. Those 
containing much magnesium are called magnesium limestones 
or "dolomites". These deposits occur, in the main, in the Ozark 
region of Missouri. In the southeast Missouri Ozarks there are 
deposits of dolomitic sand suited for agricultural purposes which 
do not require grinding. 

These magnesium limestones have been found to be fully 
as effective as the calcium carbonates. This is because mag
nesium, like calcium, is an essential plant nutrient. The mag
nesium limestones always contain a preponderance of calcium 
carbonate, so that they furnish considerable quantities of both 
calcium and magnesium. 

Purity of Lime Maierials.-One important property to con
sider in the use of lime materials is their purity. The purity 
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is usually expressed as calcium carbonate equivalent, which 
is the neutralizing power of a given unit of chemically pure 
calcium carbonate. Pure magnesium carbonate is 1.19 times 
as effective in correcting acidity than pure calcium carbonate. 
Thus, dolomitic limestone may have a higher calcium carbonate 
equivalent than pure calcium limestone. In general, only those 
materials testing 90 per cent or more in calcium carbonate 
equivalent should be used. Where lower grade materials are 
purchased, the price differential should be correspondingly lower 
in order to cover the cost of the additional amount needed, the 
extra labor required, and the distribution costs involved in 
applying the larger amount. 

Testing New Lime Sources.-Before new lime sources are 
used for limestone, they should be tested for purity or calcium 
equivalent. A limited number of tests of limestone ledges not 
previously tested will be made without charge by the department 
of agricultural chemistry of the Missouri College of Agriculture. 
Samples sent in for this test should be taken carefully so as 
to represent the average of the ledge. They should be labeled, 
with the name and address of the sender, and the legal descrip
tion of the land from which the samples were collected. 

Forms of Lime.-There are several kinds of lime compounds 
which may be used for soil improvement. These are the lime 
oxide, commonly called burned lime or lump lime; the lime 
hydrate, usually called water-slacked or hydrated lime; the 
lime carbonate, or pulverized limestone rock; and magnesium or 
dolomite sands. In some states a soft calcareous material known 
as marl is available; however, there are no workable deposits 
of this material in Missouri. . 

Hydrated tailings, a by-product obtained in making hydrated 
or water-slaked lime, may contain varying amounts of the 
oxide, hydrate, and carbonate forms of lime. Waste lime from 
acetylene or water softening plants and finely ground chat 
from lead and zinc mines are satisfactory for use when applied 
on the basis · of the calcium carbonate equivalent tests. The 
oxide and hydrate forms, and the hydrated tailings, are usually 
finer and more readily available than the 10-mesh ground lime
stone rock. They are, however, usually caustic and when 
drilled in direct contact with the seed may cause some injury 
to germination. Experiments have shown that one form of lime 
is practically as good as another, provided they are of equal 
fineness and of the same calcium carbonate equivalent. 

One ton of very. finely ground pure limestone rock is equal 
in calcium content to 1,120 pounds of lump or burned lime, or 
1,480 pounds of fresh hydrated or water-slacked lime. Thus 
10-mesh ground limestone testing 95 per cent or more in calcium 
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carbonate equivalent is slightly more than one-half as effective 
as burned lime, and approximately three-fourths as effective as 
hydrated lime in delivering calcium. It costs, in most cases, 
less than one-fourth as much per ton. 

There may be cases where by-product or waste lime, and 
possibly the burned or hydrated lime, may be economically used, 
but for most localities in Misouri, pulverized raw limestone will 
be the cheapest and therefore the best form to use. In localities 
where magnesium or dolomite sand is available, it will usually 
be the cheapest form. 

Fineness of Limesione.-The fineness of lime material in
fluences the rate at which it reacts with or becomes available 
in the soil. This is because a given weight of the finer material 
has a larger surface area exposed to the soil than does coarser 
material. Various mesh sizes of sieves are used for determining 
the degree of fineness. 

Mesh sizes of 80, 60, 40, 10, 8, and 4 meshes per linear inch 
are used. A 10-mesh sieve has 10 openings per linear inch in 
each direction or 100 openings per square inch, and similarly 
with the other sieves. The relative sizes of these 4, 10, and 40 
mesh sieves are shown in Figure 8. 

4-MESH SIEVE IO-MESH SIEVE 40-MESH SIEVE ' 
Fig. S.-Relative sizes of 4-, 10,- and 40-mesh lime sieves. 

Experiments indicate that the finely ground lirn:estone, such 
as 100-mesh material, will react with soil almost as rapidly 
as the oxide and hydrated forms. Although quicker results are 
obtained with the finer materials, the cost per ton is higher and 
the results may be less permanent. Because of the ease· of 
application, lower price, availability, and lasting qualities, 10-
mesh limestone is usually recommended in Missouri. 

Sieve tests on more than 200 samples of limestone made by 
the department of soils of the Missouri College of Agriculture 
indicate that the following percentages of material of different 
degrees of fineness will pass the various sieves and the additional 
limestone that will be needed for most satisfactory results the 
first year after application. 
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TABLE 8. PERCENTAGE OF LIMESTONE PASSING THE VARIOUS SIEVES 

Average Per Cent PaSSing Extra Limestone Needed 
E!l[ Bll:lt Rll:lYltiii 

8-mlliiill 1<>;~iiih 12-mlliiib ~Q-mll:;11 lQQ-mlliiih 
76% 63% 32% 19% 50-60% 
83 73 70 37 _21 30-35% 
88 79 77 42 23 20-25% 
93 86 83 45 26 10-15% 
98 93 90 52 28 . None 

With an ordinary l2-mesh window screen and the above 
table the percentages of crushed limestone that will pass an 8, 
10, 40, and 100 mesh screen can be estimated. The last column 
in this table also gives estimates of the additional limestone 
needed for most satisfactory results the first year or two after 
application where coarser than 10-mesh material is used. 

The first line in the table shows that if 76 per cent of a 
representative sample of crushed limestone passes the 8-mesh 
screen, 63 per cent the l2-mesh screen, 32 per cent the 40-mesh 
screen, and 19 per cent the 100-mesh screen. On the basis of the 
lime requirement tests, this would mean that approximately 
50-60 pet cent more of this material than the lime requirement 
test indicates is needed should be applied for most satisfactory 
results within the first year or two after application. Similar 
determinations can be made with material of other degrees of 
fineness by usirig the l2-mesh screen or any other screen having 
8, 10, 40, or 100 meshes per linear inch. It should be emphasized, 
however, that if any of ,the finer particles are washed out, as is 
often done in lead or zinc mining or in making cement, this 
table would not apply. It does, however, correlate rather closely 
with the so-called natural deposits of magnesium limestone 
·sand in the southern part of the state. 

Producing Agriculiural Limesione.-Commercial lime pro
ducers furnish a reliable source of lime for Missouri farms. 
They produce limeston.e either directly or as a by-product, and 
in· most cases produce a high quality product which sells at a 
reasonable price. In many cases these concerns also arrange 
for trucking and spreading the lime on the fields. 

The portable pulverizer produces limestone from outcrops 
near where it is to be used. Since a large part of the cost of 
limestone is in transporting it from the quarry to the farm, the 
pprtable pulverizers enable farmers at a distance from the 
large commercial quarries to obtain limestone at prices com
parable to those near the la1;'ge quarries. Farmers often pool 
their orders for limestone, 'and contract with operators of 
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limestone pulverizers for lime at the quarry. delivered at the 
farm, or delivered at the farm and spread. Such cooperative 
action has helped many Missouri farmers get limestone spread 
on their land at a minimum cost. 

Farmers may own the pulverizers cooperatively and grind 
their own limestone. County . soil improvement associations or 
soil conservation associations often perform this service for 
their members, and where desired, haul and spread it on the 
fields. Individuals or groups of several farmers may operate 
small pulverizers, performing all labor themselves, thus meeting 
their hme needs at a moderate to low cash outlay. 

Cost of Grinding Limestone by Cooperatives.-Some co
operatives are able to produce lime for their members at a 
very reasonable cost. The approximate cost of grinding lime
stone is indicated in a survey made of the operations of a 
number of cooperatively managed pulverizers producing from 
2 to 12 tons per hour. These data are given in Table 9. 

TABLE 9. COST OF GRINDING LIMESTONE.* 

Items of Cost 
2-5 tons I 7-12 tons 

Number in the survey ...................... ......... . 

Labor cost per ton to quarry rock, break to 
proper Size, and haul to crusher (Labor cal-
culated at 30~ per hour) ....•.•.•....••.•...••..•••.. 

Cost per ton for drilling holes with air 
compressor and jack ...................... . ......... . 

Labor cost per ton of feeding stone into 
pulverizer ............................................. .. 

Cost per ton for dynamite and caps ............ .. 

Power costs per ton including fuel and 
oil ••••• ; .................................................. . 

Crusher repairs - per ton ......................... . 

Total cost per ton for all operations ........... . 

5 

$0.39 

0.100 

0.126 

0.107 

0.100 

..QJ..QL 

$0.928 

8 

$0.351 

0.101 

0.062 

0.103 

0.160 

..Q...Q.9L 

$0.872 

*Data obtained by County Agents from limestone producers in Clark, Daviess, 
Franklin, Gasconade, Lawrence, Moniteau, Morgan, and Wright Counties. 

The average cost per ton in 1940 of three pulverizers oper
ated by the Randolph County Soil Improvement Association, 
producing from 8 to 15 tons per hour, was $0.92. The itemized 
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costs were: 

Offi ce expense- --- - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - ---- - - $ . 0035 
Quarry Royalty------------------------- .0289 
Dynamite and caps---------------------- .0415 
Overburden- --------- - ------ ------------ .0358 
Payroll ---------- ------ ---------------- . 2535 
Repalrs----------- - -------------------- .0747 
Dnlling-- ------------------------- . --- .0286 
Truckmg rock and 

lime m quarry------------------------ . 21 30 
Gas and 011---------- - ---------- -------- .0700 
Foreman sa lary and 

commi ss ion---------- --- --- -- ------- . 1236 
Miscellaneous- - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - -- - - ----- . 0489 

Fig. g.-L im estone and l egumes tran smit th eir b enefi cial effects 
t o th e non-l egumes in th e r otati on. L eft: Corn following limestone 
and sweet cl over. Ri e:h t: Cnrn gr ow ing on l and hav ing th e advantage of 
n either lime nor sweet clover. 

Hard Limestone (( w ' 'ft Limestone.-In crushing lime-
stone there may b(· ., _an t variation in the hardness of the 
stone, or in the ea~', ' with which it may be crushed . Some lime
stones are consiJer 'ed as "soft", while others are spoken of as 
"hard", because of the difference in wear on the hammers and 
the rate at which they are crushed when fed into th e machine. 
Some stones are called "cotton rock", because they are more 
porous and crush readily. 

Since the pure crystal of calcium carbonate-the chemical 
constituent of limestone-is a r elatively soft mineral , a pure 
stone should not be seriously hard. With the presence of some 
impurities, th e hardness of the stone may be increased. 

Machine?'y Wear May Be G?'eate?' on C?'ushing Some Stones. 
- Limestone may contain cherty or flinty material or some 
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nearly pure quartz in the form of fine sand grains distributed 
through it. Since these impurities may be very hard, they wear 
the machinery more rapidly. Men experienced in crushing, 
quickly recognize the difference in the rate of wear for the dif
ferent stones. Some stones contain enough of these hard impuri
ties to make the crushing cost significantly higher through 
increased wear on machinery, even when the larger cherty or 
flinty pieces are thrown out. 

Specific Gravity Test May Be Used to Determine Ease of 
Grinding Limestone* .-A specific gravity test may be used to 
determine the ease of grinding limestone. Pure calcite or cal
cium carbonate has a specific gravity of 2.71. Samples of rock 
collected from quarries which were reported hard to grind had 
a specific gravity of 2.66 to 2.76. On the other hand, samples 
of rock collected from quarries where the rock was reported easy 
to grind had a specific gravity range of 2.40 to 2.65. The lower 
specific gravity is a result of small quantities of air being 
incorporated with the stone at the time of formation. This air 
content makes the stone porous and hence easier to grind. 

Making Specific Gravity Test.-The specific gravity is the 
weight divided by the weight of an equal volume of water. To 

cc 

A. B. 

Fig. lO.-Method of determining 
the volume of a piece of limestone. 

*Valuable assistance was given in working out this test by Dr. E. R. 
Graham, Instructor of Soils, Missouri College of Agriculture. 
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determine the weight, break off a piece of the limestone about 
the size of a hazelnut and weigh it on a torsion balance to the 
nearest 1/10 of a gram. To obtain the volume of this piece of 
stone, fill a 100 cubic centimer g:raduated cylinder one-half full 
of water as in Figure lOA and determine the volume as closely as 
possible. Place the weighed piece of stone in the graduated 
cylinder. Read the bottom of the water surface or meniscus, as 
in Figure lOB. Determine as closely as possible the increase 
in volume. The specific gravity is the weight of the stone in 
grams divided by the volume in cubic centimeters as determined 
by the change of the volume of water in the cylinder. For ex
ample: A piece of limestone weighing 20.0 grams, placed in a 
graduated cylinder which had 50 cubic centimeters of water 
in it, increased the volume in the cylinder to 58 cubic centi
meters, or 8 cubic centimeters. The specific gravity of the sample 
of stone is the weight or 20.0 = 2.50 

volume 8.0 
Additional information as to limestone impurities and ease 

of grinding can be ascertained by the use of the acid test 
described below. 

. Stones With Sand Content Are Recognized by Simple Acid 
Test.-When ledges of limestone under consideration seem to 
contain appreciable amounts of sand or chert; tests of these 
areas can be simply and quickly made to determine the relative 
amount of machinery wear they might cause. 

When pure limestone is treated with muriatic acid, the 
stone dissolves with much bubbling action as the acid is poured 
on it. The impurities, such as chert or sand grains responsible 
for the wear of machinery, are not soluble. They will remain 
after the bubbling action ceases and after all the pure limestone 
has gone into solution. The impurities can be felt as sand grains 
by the fingers. Other impurities common in limestone would be 
too fine to be so recognized. 

In order to test a stone that is suspected of wearing the 
grinding machinery too rapidly, put a nut-size piece of stone, 
or its equivalent as crushed stone, into a glazed porcelain dish 
with enough water to more than wet it. Then slowly drip 
ordinary commercial muriatic or hydrochloric acid on it. When 
the bubbling ceases and the stone has been dissolved com
pletely, add some extra water to dilute the mixture and allow 
the sediment to settle out. Pour off the clear liquid above the 
sediment; add more water; and repeat the pouring off. Add 
water again and allow it to stand a minute for the gritty material 
to settle through a depth of not over 4 inches. Then pour off 
the liquid and test this rema.ining sediment with your fingers 
or between your teeth to learn whether it is gritty or sandy. 
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By judging the amount of gritty sediment in relation to the 
size of the piece of stone takeD;, an estimate of the seriousness 
of the sand content may be made. (The ordinary muriatic acid 
will dissolve approximately one-third its weight of pure lime
stone. ) 

In case more accurate measures of the impurities are re
quired the samples may be sent to the Misouri College of Agri
culture, Department of Agricultural Chemistry, Columbia, Mis
souri, for attention. 

Burning Limestone.-Agricultural lime may be produced 
by burning limestone rock. This method is not recommended 
where ground limestone is available at reasonable prices. Under 
special conditions where fuel is plentiful, labor cheap, and a 
workable limestone ledge available, burnt lime may be econom
ically produced. Plans and specifications for building lime kilns 
will be furnished by the Department of Soils of the Missouri 
College of Agriculture, upon request. 

Distributing and Spreading Limestone.-Ground limestone 
may be applied any time of the year when field conditions are 
dry enough to move the equipment used in its distribution over 
the land. In order that it may be in the feeding zone of the plant 
roots and also become available to plants, it should be thor
oughly incorporat~d with the surface soil. This may be done 
by spreading the lime on plowed land or by mixing it with 
the soil in preparing the seedbed for the following crop. It may 
be spread on newly planted corn or soybean fields, and worked 
into the soil in the cultivation of the crop. Hydrated lime or 
burned lime might cause burning injury to the plants if applied 
on land where there is green vegetation. Where seedbeds are 
prepared without plowing, such as in the small grain-lespedeza 
rotation, the limestone may be applied on the surface and 
worked into the soil with the disc, springtooth harrow, or field 
cultivator. 

Limestone may be applied on the surface of pastures or 
meadows at any time of the year when it is convenient to do 
the work. On sloping land it should be cut into the surface 
with a sharp disc, run on the contour. This should be done 
either in the late fall or early spring when the land is well 
soaked with moisture. With this method there may be slight 
loss by sheet erosion before the limestone is cut into the soil, 
but where there is sod this loss will be negligible. 

Limestone may be spread on small grain any time after 
it is sown and before it begins to joint. This method of applica
tion is not recommended for new sweet clover or red clover 
seeding to .be sown the same year, but would be of some benefit 
to annual legumes such as lespedeza. .Where the small grain 
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Fig. l1.-Limestone lakes time to become 
effective. At top: no lime at a ll, a nd no clover. 
Center : Only a trace of r ed clover where seeding 
immed iately following broadcasting of limesto ne. 
Bottom: Good stand of red clover where lime
stone was applied a year in advance of seeding. 
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is sown on the contour, there would be but little loss of the 
lime from sheet er os ion . On the ot.her hand. where th small 
grain is sown up and down the slope, m uch of the lime would 
wash away. 

Wh er e limestone is applied on the surface as is don e on 
small grains, pastures, or meadows, it should be thoro ughly 
mixed w ith the surface soil with a disc, spr ingtooth , or fi eld 
cultivator before the land is plowed. Where the limestone is 
turned under before mix ing it with the surface soil, there may 
be a defici ency of limestone in the surface where the young 
legume seedling begins gr owth. 

Full benefits from limeston e applica tions will not be ob
tained until a sufficient amount of it has gone into combina
tion w ith the soil. The len gth of tim e for this to occur will 
depend upon the r ate of application , degree of fin eness of the 
material used, th e thoroughness w ith which it is mi xed with 
the surface soil, the texture of the soil , th e amount of organic 

Fig. 12.-Hom emade spreade r for limestone. 

matter in the soil, and the amount of rainfall. When the lime
stone useCl is ground finely enough so that 90 per cent or more 
of it will pass through a 10-mesh screen , about 50 per cent of 
it will pass a 40-mesh sieve, and nearly 30 per cent through a 
100-mesh sieve. This 100-mesh material, under normal weather 
conditions, goes into action quickly and will be almost im
mediately available to plants. The 40-mesh material wil~ 
usually become available within the first year after application. 
The coarser material reacts much more slowly. Unless suf
ficient time is permitted for this fraction to be taken by the 
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soil before the legumes with heavy lime requirements, such as 
sweet and red clover and alfalfa, begin growth, poor results 
will likely be obtained. Where applications are made in accord 
with soil test recommendations, and are thoroughly mixed with 
the surface soil under normal rainfall conditions, there will 
usually be a sufficient growth of legumes. Better results are 
secured on soils of low fertility if the lime is applied 12 to 18 
months previous to the seeding of clovers and alfalfa. 

Any method that will spread limestone evenly and in such 
a manner that it can be worked into the surface soil should 
prove satisfactory. It can usually be spread to best advantage 
with one of the mechanical spreaders made for the' purpose. 
Where only a small quantity is to be spread, it may be done 
by hand with a shovel. More labor and expense are required 
by this method, however, and it is much more difficult to 
spread it evenly by hand than by using a mechanical spreader. 

The kind of spreader to use will depend largely upon the 
amount to be spread, whether it is to be spread on delivery 
or from piles in the field, and the amount of money to be in
vested in spreading equipment. Where limestone is spread 
in appreciable amounts as it is hauled to the field, less labor is 
usually involved when an endgate type or trailer type, or a 
large truck type of spreader is used. When limestone has been 
dumped in piles in the field where it is to be spread, less handling 
will be involved when the hopper type rather than the endgate 
or trailer type is used. 

The endgate or trailer type spreader is lower in purchase 
price than is the hopper, or grain drill, type. The cost of the 
large truck type is usually prohibitive for the average individual 
farmer. Such spreaders are generally used only by those making 
a business of hauling and spreading limestone. Some makes of 
manure spreaders have lime spreading attachments which work 
quite satisfactorily. The ordinary manure spreader may be 
used for spreading limestone by putting 6 or 8 inches of manure 
or straw in the bottom or having a canvas tacked over the apron 
slats to keep the limestone from sifting through. 

A number of plans are available for making homemade 
spreaders of both the hopper and trailer type that have proved 
satisfactory. These can be made by a farm mechanic at a very 
reasonable price. The College of Agriculture will furnish plans 
for homemade spreaders, or lists of factory-made spreaders, 
with brief specifications and approximate prices upon request. 

Wet limestone is much more difficult to spread than dry 
limestone. It is usually advisable to spread limestone as soon 
as possible after it is crushed or to wait until it dries out well 
if taken from a pile that has been in a recent rain. Burned or 
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hydrated lime or hydrated tailings are quite "pasty" when wet. 
When in this condition, a manure spreader with apron covered 
with straw, manure, or canvas, as suggested above, will usually 
do the best job. 

Fig. 13.-Endgate limestone spreader. 

Using Small Al.1lounis of Limesione.-Investigations indicate 
that on the better-than-average soils requiring as much as two 
tons of limestone per acre, such legumes as sweet and red 
clovers, which have a high lime requirement, can be grown 
successfully with as little as 500 pounds of limestone per acre 
if it is used so as to saturate the soil in the root feeding zone. 
This is done by drilling the lime through the fertilizer attach
ment of a grain drill. The application can usually be done to best 
advantage at the time of seeding small grain, or it may be done 
when clovers are seeded. The clover may be seeded in such 
a way that a majority of the seeds will be in close contact with 
the lime. Since this amount of lime is small, its maximum help 
will be in supplying calcium to the immediate crop, and it is 
usually advisable to make an application with each clover seed
ing. Mixing with the lime 100-125 pounds of superphosphate, 
or a high grade mixed fertilizer, and the immediate application 
of this mixture to the soil is recommended. This method of 
applying limestone affords an opportunity of starting a rotation 
with legumes on a larger acreage with the same or less im
mediate outlay of cash. 

The use of small applications of limestone will likely be most 
successful on soils of medium or better fertility and which do 
not have an extremely high lime requirement. It has proved 
exceptionally helpful in obtaining good stands of clover and 
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alfalfa when used in combination with regular applications of 
lO-mesh limestones which had not been on the land a sufficient 
time to provide enough available lime for the young legume seed
lings. After the regular 10-mesh limestone has been partially 
depleted, small amounts of limestone may also be used advan
tageously to insure a sufficient available supply of this nutrient. 

Limestone Applications Last Seven I Years.-Full applica
tions of limestone of the usual fineness made in accord with the 
soil test will be sufficient to grow legumes in the cropping 
systems 8 to 12 years. Under average conditions the cost for 
supplying sufficient lime to Missouri soils for satisfactory legume 
production will be less than 50 cents per acre annually. Thus 
the annual cost of treatment is only about one-half that of a 
seeding of small grain. The length of time that lime
stone applications will last depends upon the amount ap
plied, the cropping systems used, the erosion control measures 
practiced, fineness and quality of material used, and the tex
ture of the ~.oil, but will average 8 to 12 years. The more fre
quently legumes are grown in the cropping system, the more 
calcium is removed, and the shorter will be the lasting effects 
of the lime. The lack of mechanical erosion control measures 
will permit more of the soil body to be removed by erosion, 
which will further accelerate lime losses. Cover crops on the 
land for a large part of the year will retard leaching, and thus 
lengthen the period of beneficial effect from limestone. High 
quality material will last longer than low quality material. 

Heavy soils high in clay lose lime less rapidly by leaching 
than do light or sandy soils, and therefore will probably re
quire liming less often than the latter. 

Limestone Pays.-Three dollars were received in crop re
turns for each dollar spent for limestone applied in a rotation 
of corn, oats, wheat, and clover on 17 Missouri soil types over a 
25-year period. These returns were obtained by valuing corn at 
50c a bushel, oats at 30c a bushel, wheat at 75c a bushel, clover 
hay'at $10 a ton, and the cost of lime at $2.50 a ton spread on 
the land. 

More recent investigations at Columbia and on outlying 
fields have shown as much as $9 in the increased crop returns 
for each dollar expended for limestone when used in cropping 
systems with clovers and lespedeza . 

. Lime Should Be Used Wi:th Organic Maiter.-Lime, or cal
cium, being essential for a long time successful system of agri
culture, should receive primary consideration in any program of 
fertility maintenance find soil conservation. Its Use should be 
confined to lime-deficient soils. If along with lime there is 
added organic matter, such as can be obtained from growing 
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clovers and lespedeza, or by applying manure, the nitogren 
r emoved by crops may be restored and the availability of other 
nutrients increased. 

F ig. l4 .-Limestone makes possi h le the grow ing of such l egumes 
as sw et c lover, w hich in turn provides la r ge qu an ti tics of organic 
malte r , nitrogen, and oth er nutrien ts in rapid release for th e next crop. 

UNWISE USE OF LIME NOT PROFIT ABLE 

On the other hand, if limeston is used without th add ition 
of orga nic matter, suppli ed by legumes or manure, it hastens the 
breaking down of th at already present in the soil. This in
creases yields temporarily, but in the long run will reduce pro
ductivity. 

Excessive Lime Applications Not Profitable.-Since most 
crops thrive best on soils slightly less than neutral in reaction, 
there is no .advantage in using limestone greatly in excess of 
th e amount shown to be needed by the soil t est. In fact, when 
applied in excessive amounts, it may cause some nutrients to 
react chemically so that they are not ava il able or very slowly 
available to plants. Moreover, the excessive use of limestone 
is not profitable. The cash outlay for xcessive amounts of 
limestone will usually bring much higher returns when used 
f r other soil improvement prac tices, such as fertilizers, or when 
the right amount of lime is spread on a larger acreage. 
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Lime Cannot Substitute For Other Soil Nutrients.-While 
lime is essential for a permanently successful agriculture, it 
cannot substitute for nitrogen, phosphorus or potassium, or 
other soil nutrients. 

Thus, on soils low in organic matter which have not re
cently grown legumes or had applications of manure, a complete 
fertilizer such as a 4-16-4 or 4-12-4 should be used in addition 
to lime. 

Phosphate alone should usually be applied on soils high in 
organic matter. Better results are usually obtained from this 
element after liming. Where lime deficiencies have been cor
rected and legumes have been grown frequently, both phos
phate and potash are often needed. Fertilizer formulas such as 
0-20-10, 0-12-12, or 0-20-20 are recommended under such con
ditions. 
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SUMMARY 
Calcium, or lime, is an essential nutrient for all plants. Its 

use on lime-deficient soil improves soil tilth and aeration, creates 
a favorable condition for the multiplication and activity of bene
ficial bacteria and other soii organisms, and increases the avail
ability of other soil nutrients, especially phosphorus. 

Lime, or calcium, is continually being removed from the 
soil by leaching, by cropping, by the sale of animals or animal 
products, and by erosion. 

The presence of sufficient calcium or lime in the soil is 
essential for the satisfactory production of practically all crops. 
A higher level must be available to grow legumes than non
legumes. A calcium level high enough to grow legumes must 
be maintained to provide a turnover of decaying organic mat
ter and nitrogen in the soil sufficient to produce high crop yields, 
to produce high quality feed for livestock, and to maintain the 
soil fertility. 

The lime deficiencies of the soil can be measured and the 
amount of lime to apply can be ascertained by means of the 
modified Comber test or the pH test. 

Ground limestone, natural magnesium or dolomite sand 
deposits, hydrated or water-slaked lime, burnt or lump lime, 
by-products from the lime manufacturing plants-all may be;! 
used for agricultural purposes. Experiments have shown that;r, 
one form of lime is practically as good as another, provided 
both are approximately of the same fineness and have the same 
calcium carbonate equivalent test. The kind of lime to use 
should be determined almost entirely on the basis of active cal
cium that can be bought for a dollar. Usually ground limestone 
will furnish calcium at the lowest price. Except in special cases, 
only. materials testing 90 per cent or more in calcium carbonate 
equivalent and ground finely enough to pass a lO-mesh sieve 
are recommended in Missouri. 

Commercial quarries and portable pulverizers operated by 
individuals or cooperatively, are making limestone available at 
reasonable prices. Simple acid and specific gravity tests may 
be used to ascertain the approximate ease of grinding limestone. 

Limestone should be spread evenly over the surface and 
worked into the soil so as to be in the feeding zone of the plant 
roots. It may be spread any time of the year when machinery 
can be driven over the fields. 

Red and sweet clovers may be grown successfully on soils 
above medium in fertility and requiring less than two tons of 
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limestone per acre, with 500 pounds of 10-mesh limestone per 
acre, when applied so as to supply an abundance of lime in the 
root feeding zone. 

Full limestone applications of the usual fineness and of good 
quality, when applied according to the lime requirement test, 
last 8 to 12 years. The annual cost is less than half that of a 
seeding of small grain. The returns may be as high as $9 for 
each dollar invested in it. 

Excessive rates of application should be avoided. 

Two considerations which are important in the use of lime
stone are: 

(1) Its application should be confined to lime-deficient soils, 
and used in cropping systems which include legumes. 

(2) Limestone cannot substitute for other nutrients. Better 
results will be obtained on most Missouri soils where phosphate 
is used regularly in the cropping, systems. When both lime and 
phosphate are used, potash often becomes the limiting element, 
and should also be used. 
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